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PJ(U) (X) vή = U {*(Σ PAΦ')-*
In 1966 Datuasvili [3] gave the following generalization of Stephanos' result. Let u 0 , -*,u m and v be complex n x n matrices. Then
(2)
Stephanos' theorem can be interpreted as a result on linear operator equations. It implies that the operator T on n x n matrices defined by Tx = ΣΓ=o Pj(u)xv j has σ{T) = U {^(ΣPi(^y): z e σ(v)} .
Similarly Datuasvili's result yields that the operator R defined by Rx = Σ?=o Ujxv* has (4) σ(R) = Lumer and Rosenblum [8] proved that (3) holds if u, v e where 36 is a complex Banach space and T is considered as an operator on £f($) to Sf(3E). R. E. Harte [6] has recently shown that (4) holds if u 0 , , u m and v are in =Sf (£>)> where § is a complex Hubert space.
Brown and Pearcy [1] proved that σ{u (x) v) = σ (u)σ(v) in case u, ve^f(ίg) and u®v acts on the Hubert space © ® §. This was generalized by Schechter [12] and Dash and Schechter [2] . It was further generalized by Harte in [6] .
In this paper we shall set down explicit representations for the resolvent of each of (i) Σ,%%®^, where u θ9 , u n e J5f ($,,) , v e J2^(X 2 ), and (x) is any uniform crossnorm, and (ii) R: x -> Σi=o Ujxv\ x e JS^(X 2 , ΪJ, where u Q , -, u n e £?(%}) and ve^f (H 2 ) .
For a survey of explicit solutions of linear matrix equations, see [7] .
The theory for the representations is presented in §1. In §2 we prove a spectral mapping theorem that subsumes conclusions such as those of (2) and (4) in one unified theory. In §3 we give some applications.
The notation and terminology used in the paper are as follows. 21 will denote a complex Banach algebra with identity 1 or I. If ae%, σ{a\%) is the spectrum of α; that is, σ(a\%) is the set of complex numbers z for which z -a is singular in 21. In case there is no ambiguity involved we shall use the simpler notation σ(a) for the spectrum of α.
If X and Y are Banach spaces, -Sf (X, 2)) is the space of all continuous linear transformations from X into 2), and ^f(£) = =S^(X, X) If Ω is an index set we sometimes use \J {a λ \ XeΩ} to mean {JxeΩ^x-!• Integral representation of inverses* Throughout this section {^j}]=o and {vj}f =1 are subsets of 21 that satisfy the following commutativity relations:
, m and i = 0, , n. It should be noted that we do not require the u 5 to pairwise commute. p 0 , -, p n shall be polynomials in m variables.
Assume m = 1. We shall show by direct computation that
Σ
Since ^ -z 1 and Σ?=o %ί>i(«i) commute, the penultimate term has an analytic integrand, and thus equals the zero element. The last term reduces to
2π%
Thus the right term of (6) is a right inverse of Σi=o^ Pi(^i) A similar computation shows that it is also a left inverse, which completes the proof for the case m = 1.
Assume that the lemma is true when m = k, and that tf^) x • x Φk+d S {fa, , z k±1 ): Σ]=o UsPAzi, , ZA+I) is invertible}. Then for each z k+1 e D k+1 the induction hypothesis yields
x is analytic for 2 in a neighborhood of σ (v k+1 ). Thus, if we multiply (7) by l/2πi (z k+1 -v k+1 )~\ integrate about C k+1 , and apply (6), we deduce that the lemma is true for m = k + 1.
We cite one special case of Lemma 1. 
where C Iΰ is the boundary of a Cauchy domain D k that contains
Proof. If λ g z/, then it is immediate that ^(^0 x x ί7(^m) S {fe, ••*, «»): Σi=o UjPjfa, •••, js m ) -λ is invertible}. Define ^w +1 = -λ and p w+1 = 1. Lemma 1.1 is now applicable to Σ?=ί ^iPiO^ •••, v«). Thus the theorem follows from that lemma.
Simple finite dimensional examples show that the spectral containment conclusion of (8) Even when the required commutativity relations hold one cannot in general hope for equality in (8) . For example, consider commuting elements u and v of a Banach algebra, set
2 A spectral mapping theorem* In §1 we showed that under certain commutativity conditions (8) holds, but that in general equality does not hold. In this section we find conditions sufficient to imply equality in (8) . For a different attack, see Harte [5] , [6] . DEFINITION , p m is a polynomial, then which is a contradiction, so R cannot be invertible.
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For the remaining case u 0 does not have a left zero dividing sequence.
In this case
This shows that R is not invertible since, as shown in the proof of case (a), yψ y l j m) is bounded away from 0. We note that the "uniform crossnorm" condition (ii) of Definition 2.1 cannot be omitted in the hypotheses of Theorem 2. 3 Applications* Our first two applications of Theorems 1.3 and 2.3 generalize results of Rosenblum [11, Theorem 3.1] and Lumer and Rosenblum [8, Theorem 10] . A result analogous to that in Theorem 3.1 can be obtained if one fixes complex Banach spaces X o and 3£ x and defines R on £f(£ l9 X o ) by Rx = Σi=o%^ft(^i, , Vm), where {%}J= 0 is a subset of Jzf(% 0 ) and {i>*}£=i is a commutative subset of ^fi^).
Indeed, if we consider the case where m = 1 we get a stronger result. and v e £f{&). It is easily checked that conditions (i) and (iii) of Definition 2.1 are satisfied by SI, SI 0 , and SI X . The following argument will show that the "uniform crossnorm" condition (ii) is also satisfied and thus by Theorem 2, 3 σ
where C is the boundary of a Cauchy domain D that contains σ(v) and such that Σi=o
(R) = σ{± uf(v R )^ = \J |σ(s *Φ 3 '): * e σ(v*)} .
This is the desired conclusion since σ(v R ) -σ(v) and
Choose unit vectors {α w } in X o and {/9J in X? so that ||wα Λ ||-* | and ||v*/8 n || -* ||v ||. Then, upon setting x n = < , &,>α:», we have
So), INI -1}
Consequently we have ||u L/ y β || ^ ||w L || ||v Λ ||, which proves that Theorem 2.3 is applicable.
(11) was proved by Harte ([6] , Theorem 3.5) under the assumption that ϊ 0 = SEi is a Hubert space.
Next we give an application of Theorem 2.3 similar to the one above to obtain a generalization of a result of Brown and Pearcy [1] , The remaining applications deal with tensor products. The authors were led to the formulation of Definition 2.1 and Theorem 2.3 through efforts to unify these results and the preceding applications. In the next theorem (13) can be deduced from Harte ([6] , Theorem 2.3), and (14) is new. 
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The result now follows since σ (v {k) 
3=0
Thus the corollary follows from Theorem 3.4. (14) can be used to set down a formula of (v -λ)" 1 if λ g σ^).
